In the paper, we consider a set-valued stochastic equation with stochastic perturbation in a Banach space. We prove first the existence theorem and then study continuity properties of solutions.
many (see e.g., [3, 8, 9] ). In particular, random cases were considered by the author in [11, 12] .
In this paper we study the set-valued stochastic equation with white noise drift: DX F(t, Xt)dt + (tdwt, t say that X n converges in probability to the random element X:ft---S (xnP--X), of for every e > 0, it holds true that P(p(Xn, X > e)--*0, as n tends to infinity. It is known (see e.g., [13] ) that XnP--X if and only if every subsequence of (Xn) has a subsequence converging to X with probability one (P.1). Jg(U F(t'An)) <-k(t'N(U An)) with P.1 t G I a.e.,
n>l n>l where k" I x 2 x R----R + satisfies the following conditions: a) Similarly, for t 2 D we can find a sequence (An(t2))n being a subsequence of (1,(tl))n and t2(t2) C P((t2) 1 for which a similar convergence holds.
Continuing this selection process we obtain the infinite table
,n(tl) (:) :(t:)
. (:) (1) Proof: Let us assume that F is icp with respect to Kc(E). Let X S(I x2). Then there exist C1,C2,...,C r G Kc(E and a measurable partition {D1,D2,...,Dr} r of space I x D such that X-i=l IDiCi" Take C 1 and (An) to be an arbitrary sequence convergent to A 0. Next let (A n be any subsequence of (An). By Lemma 3 k there exists a sequence (A,I) being a subsequence of (Ank) and a subset D0,1 C_ f; P(f0,1)-1 such that" VwE f0,1,VB E Bi:nlrnH / F(s,,cl,n',l)ds, / F(s,W, Cl, Ao)ds) O.
B B
Similarly, for C 2 we can extract a subsequence (A,2) from (A,I) and 0,2 P(f0,2) 1, with the desired property, and so on. Thus we obtain a sequence (An, r) which is a subsequence of (A,i) i-1,2,..., r-1 and f0, r, P(0, with P.1 and for t E I.
Since the first term above converges to zero then by (i) the second term converges to zero as well. This completes the proof.
